
Psalm 112


Ancient songs, the psalms, are a part of the wisdom tradition.  They are 
meant to teach, to instruct and guide.  Psalm 112 is part of a group of 
psalms that are acrostic.  In this one, each half verse is the next letter of 
the Hebrew alphabet, aiding the listener in their memorization of it.  Of 
course, we don’t have that in the English, and I’m not going to quiz you 
next week on how many of you memorized it!  You’ll be happy to know!


The Psalmist is very much aware, as is any writer from the wisdom 
tradition, that there is evil, hardship and challenge in the very real life that 
people live every day.  This Psalm is meant to encourage right living in the 
Spirit of God with the acknowledgement, that though there may indeed be 
blessing, there will also be hardship and struggle, but one can face all of 
that in a spirit of trust, of knowing the God we fear, that is, stand in awe of, 
holds us firmly in God’s heart.


Let me reread the psalm, but in the paraphrase of The Message and let us 
consider what a Godly inheritance really is as we ponder this piece of 
wisdom this morning.


Hallelujah!

Blessed woman, blessed man, who fear God,

Who cherish and relish his commandments,

Their children robust on the earth,

And the homes of the upright—how blessed!

Their houses brim with wealth

And a generosity that never runs dry.

Sunrise breaks through the darkness for good people—

God’s grace and mercy and justice!

The good person is generous and lends lavishly;

No shuffling or stumbling around for this one,

But a sterling and solid and lasting reputation.




Unfazed by rumour and gossip,

Heart ready, trusting in God,

Spirit firm, unperturbed,

Ever blessed, relaxed among enemies,

They lavish gifts on the poor—

A generosity that goes on, and on, and on.

An honoured life! A beautiful life!

Someone wicked takes one look and rages,

Blusters away but ends up speechless.

There’s nothing to the dreams of the wicked. Nothing.


When speaking about inheritance, we may think primarily about money, 
what we are leaving to our children and grandchildren in our wills, but this 
is not the inheritance that is important to God. The psalmist does indeed 
talk about those who are blessed with wealth.  But wealth in ancient Israel 
didn’t mean living the good life, or storing away all you had in barns or 
bank accounts for a rainy day or your children’s future inheritance.  Wealth 
in ancient Israel was an important part of God’s economy. Wealthy people 
were considered the social safety net.  They were expected to care for the 
poor amongst them, not simply providing the bare necessities, but caring 
with a graciousness that would likely astound some of us.  As the 
paraphrase indicates with “They lavish gifts on the poor”


But inheritance in this tradition is not simply about money, nor primarily 
about money.  Rather, what one generation leaves to the next is the 
example of a trusting and right spirit of faith in God.  Teaching the next 
generation generosity.  Modelling a sterling and solid reputation. 


This is a psalm, along with other parts of scripture, that teaches we have 
essential meaning and a generative participation in the well-being and 
health of our world even in, if not especially so, in our later years of life.  
We may think that our children and grandchildren are too busy, too 
occupied with other things, too distracted by the internet or whatever to 
notice how we are living, the choices we are making.  This is not true.  



Whether you state your values explicitly or not, how you are living is 
making an impact on those who are watching, even if only from the corner 
of their eyes.


Blessed woman, blessed man, who fear God, 
Who cherish and relish his commandments, 
Their children robust on the earth, 

I was particularly struck by this part of the psalm.  As we are learning from 
our Indigenous sisters and brothers, honouring our elders is an important 
aspect of a full and good life.  Yet many of us, and indeed our own culture, 
are far from truly embodying this truth.


I invite us to consider today what inheritance those who follow us are 
receiving.  Not what they will receive monetarily when we shuffle off this 
mortal coil, rather what we are offering this world right now, especially 
those of us in the second half of life.


Let me share a couple of examples that will helps us in our reflection…


You may have heard of the International Council of 13 Indigenous 
Grandmothers.  Founded in 2004 it is an alliance of indigenous female 
elders from different indigenous communities around the world.  Their 
statement of intent reads:


WE, THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF THIRTEEN INDIGENOUS 
GRANDMOTHERS, represent a global alliance of prayer, education and 
healing for our Mother Earth, all Her inhabitants, all the children, and for the 
next seven generations to come. We are deeply concerned with the 
unprecedented destruction of our Mother Earth and the destruction of 
indigenous ways of life. We believe the teachings of our ancestors will light 
our way through an uncertain future. We look to further our vision through 
the realization of projects that protect our diverse cultures: lands, 



medicines, language and ceremonial ways of prayer and through projects 
that educate and nurture our children. 

I’m not sure I need to say anything more about this alliance.  What an 
incredible inspiration, what an incredible example of living in trusting awe 
of the Creator.


Closer to home, we might today reflect on how some of the elders in our 
own lives - perhaps grandparents - shared a good and godly inheritance 
with us.  Certainly mine demonstrated love, acceptance, and generosity to 
me, which has influenced very much how I am in this world.


In a piece published this past week in the Toronto Star, writer Renée 
Layberry wrote about the legacy her grandmother, Mary, left to her.  Having 
lived through the great depression, the second world war, cancer, the 
death of two adult children, and many other challenges and heart break, 
she lived with optimism and hope.  


As Renee wrote:

Now and then I get a flickering impression out of the corner of my eye, her 
shimmering light that remains from the open-hearted, optimistic way she 
lived. I almost hear her telling me to move with gentleness and optimism, 
to make the most of the day I’m living without rumination on the past or 
speculation about the future. 

Let me end with a blessing for you:


Blessed women, blessed men, who trust God,

Who cherish and relish God’s commandments,

May your children and grandchildren,

May all who are blessed by your love and care

May they be robust on the earth and blessed in their spirits.

Amen.


